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Outline of Webinar

•  RAHS Experiences

•  Volunteers - keepers & quitters

•  Volunteer Audit

•  Safe Environment - physical & mental

•  Final Thoughts



 

Snapshot Australia

•  36% of adult population volunteer, 64% of those who 
became involved in last 10 years were asked by someone 
or did so because they knew someone involved. "

"
–  Difference they make to the community"
–  Sense of purpose volunteering gives them "
–  ‘Being accepted as a valuable team member’- most 

important form of recognition "
"
•  44% of charities and not-for-profits rely only on volunteers"
"
•  2 million volunteers supporting registered charities"



  
 



 

  Keeping our Volunteers

• Tap into their motives

• Align work so they are doing things they enjoy and the time 

they can give

• Ensure they know what is expected  

• Show appreciation

• Make it joyous - 80/20 rule

• Keep on checking-in (good management work practices)


 




RAHS Volunteers

Short-term (non members)
Ethan San Diego, Miriam Paz, Sanju Vairav, Rebecca McKenzie


Longer-term (members)
Mary Sciberras, Margaret Dalkin, Trudy Holdsworth, Betty Goodger, 
Margaret Scott & Margaret Coleman


Future (corporate)
Probono Australia; AdviseCo, Corporate Partners





Short Term - Ethan San Diego 
•   Year 9 student participating in the Duke of Edinburgh’s 

award scheme
•   Article in June 2014 History Magazine
•   Compiled RAHS online Flickr collection: Adastra Aerial 

Survey Collection

Bunnerong Power Station, Matraville NSW 
RAHS/Adastra Aerial Survey Collection 



Short Term - Miriam Paz"
•  Produced podcasts of recent RAHS lectures using 

Audacity audio editing and iMovie video editing 
software

•  Has a personal interest in history
•  Next project - assisting in production process of 

RAHS’ first short documentary on RAHS volunteers



Short Term - Sanju Vairav 
•  Year 10 work experience student with keen interest in 

history 
•  Produced online exhibition of City of Sydney photographs 

(c.1920s - 1930s), podcasts of recent RAHS lectures and 
helped edit content in History magazine

•  Featured in November RAHS eNewsletter



Long Term - Mary Sciberras
•   Lecture podcast production
•   Researching evolution of roles of RAHS volunteers 
      since Society’s formation in 1901; grants projects
•   RAHS Flickr Commons Exhibition



Long Term - Margaret Dalkin
•  Coordinates the popular RAHS monthly Day Lecture     

series
•  Assists with proof-reading of History Magazine and 
     Calendar of Events
•  Providing assistance with upcoming RAHS Volunteer Audit
•  Awarded Certificate of Appreciation in 2014



Long Term - Trudy Holdsworth 
•  Volunteers with the Dictionary of Sydney
•  Member of RAHS Affiliated Societies Committee  
•  Cataloguing onto the RAHS site WWI soldiers listed 

in the book 
•  ‘Australia's Fighting Sons of the Empire’ 
•  Awarded 2014 Certificate of Appreciation



Long Term - Betty Goodger

•   Volunteer since 1973
•   Indexes Affiliated Societies newsletters and journals
•   RAHS Library shelving
•   Awarded Certificate of Achievement in 2013



Long Term "
Margaret Scott and Margaret Coleman

•   Conservation of books and ephemera from the RAHS Collection
•   RAHS Collection repairs, maintenance and binding
•   Exhibition cabinet displays
•   Margaret Scott ran successful series of conservation workshops



Future Volunteer Opportunities 

•   Probono Australia

•   AdviceCo 

•   Volunteering Australia
 
•   Corporate Partners



What we have learnt 

•  Managing volunteers takes time and effort

•  Having defined projects is key for short-term/corporate volunteers

•  Never take longer term volunteers for granted and check in with them 
regularly 

•  Encourage culture in which all the different types of workers are 
valued


•  Understand reasons why volunteers quit - and make sure you have 

strategies and processes in place to minimise this

•  RAHS needs to improve governance around volunteers 



 

     Why do Volunteers quit?

(As a “volunteer quitter” myself, 
we generally don’t give the real reason)


•  Number 7: No flexibility in volunteer opportunities or scheduling
•  Number 6: Too much wasted time in useless or unproductive meetings
•  Number 5: Lack of communication
•  Number 4: Lack of professionalism
•  Number 3: The feeling that the volunteer is not really making a difference
•  Number 2: No feedback from leadership about how the volunteer is doing

And the Number 1 reason: The volunteer leader who doesn't know how to lead 

  The New Breed: Understanding and Equipping the 21st Century Volunteer by Jonathan McKee and Thomas 
W. McKee. Group Publishing. Paperback, 176 pages. ISBN: 978-0764435645. www.volunteerpower.com.





 

          Volunteer Audit

•  The Canadian Code for Volunteer Involvement: An 
Audit Tool

•  Step 1 – Values of organisation and what it does, moral 
obligation, and increasingly legal obligation to protect all 
workers.

•  Step 2 – 12 Audit Sheets to complete




 

          Volunteer Audit

 The organisational standard check list 
 
 Criteria Status - RAHS

Written statement on role of volunteers in 
supporting or achieving the mission 

Currently in place somewhat

Policies and procedures for volunteer 
program 

Currently in place somewhat


A qualified person designated to manage the 
volunteer program 

Currently in place somewhat


A volunteer screening process which is 
communicated and consistent 

Not currently being done



          Volunteer Audit"
  
 

Criteria Status - RAHS 

Meaningful volunteer assignments reflecting a 
variety of opportunities  

Currently in place to a large 
degree 

Volunteer recruitment and selection reaching out 
to diverse community sources  

Not being done 

Orientation for training provided for all volunteer 
positions  

Currently in place to some 
degree 

Appropriate supervision is provided with the 
ability of the volunteer to give and receive 
feedback  

Currently in place to some 
degree 
 

The contributions of volunteers are regularly 
acknowledged in formal and informal ways  

Currently in place to some 
degree 
 

Volunteers are welcome and treated as valuable 
members of staff  

Currently in place to a large 
degree 
 



          What we learnt

 
•  Many areas have come to light that require 

improvement
•  In past very adhoc approach – time to formalise 

procedures and policies and build framework to 
expand program and tie into strategy

•  Very fortunate to attract such dedicated people




 

Some Focus Areas

  Training for volunteers and managers of 
volunteers was one of three top priorities in 

need of the most urgent action for 
organisational respondents. 

It was also the most frequently mentioned of 
three top priorities identified by volunteers to 

ensure their protection, alongside 
safe working environments and adequate 

insurance cover.


  2011 National Survey of Volunteering Issues

 



 

       New Legislation

What: Amendments to the Fair Work Act allow workers, 
including volunteers, who believe they have been 
bullied at work to take a complaint directly to the Fair 
Work Commission.

When: The laws came into effect on January 1, 2014.

Who does this affect? Directors/Councillors of 
incorporated organisations must exercise due diligence 
and have a positive obligation to ensure their 
organisation complies with the regulations.




 

What is it ?  
 

•  Repeated and unreasonable behaviour directed towards a 
worker or a group of workers that creates a risk to health and 
safety 
•  Unreasonable behaviour includes behaviour that is victimising, 
humiliating, intimidating or threatening 

•  Single incidents present a risk to health and safety and will not 
be tolerated. 





 

     Actions to Take 

•  Know the law

•  Read Safe Work Australia's Guide for preventing and 
responding to workplace bullying, which includes information 
about the Fair Work Australia provisions.

•  Implement anti-bullying policy and internal complaints 
procedures

•  Look at your constitution, code of conduct and values

•  Don’t be a bystander - speak up straight away 



 

     NSW Volunteering 

Statement of Principles for the Recognition of Volunteers 


•  best practice in volunteer management
•  volunteers are involved in the life of the organisation
•  clarity about their roles, expectations and policies that impact 

on their roles
•  our volunteers respect the roles of everyone in the organisation
•  recognises and celebrates the contribution of volunteers
•  training and professional development for their roles
•  opportunity to resolve disputes with respect and dignity



 

An Invitation

 
 


